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Hope to see everyone at our November QCCC Meeting!
Date:

Saturday November 14th

Location:

VFW Post Indian Trail, NC

Time:

4:00 pm Social - 5:00 pm Meeting
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The Queen City Corvette Gazette is the official newsletter of the Queen City Corvette Club (QCCC), established in 1968,
and is electronically published and distributed monthly by volunteers and members of QCCC.. Additional information regarding QCCC is available at our website: www.queencitycorvette.com . QCCC is a non-profit club (501(c)(7)) whose members
all share a common appreciation and love of America’s Sports Car – the Corvette. Dues and donations are not tax deductible.
In addition to various social activities for members, QCCC raises money for and participates with various local charities. We
strive to promote exciting, safe and fun ways to enjoy our Corvettes. We hold business meetings on the second Saturday of
each month. Our monthly business meeting usually incorporates social time. After an initiation fee of $10.00 per person, club
dues are $100 per year to be paid semiannually or annually. These dues go to cover the cost of programs, events, running
the club, and subsidizing the cost of our meetings. Club officers and supporting staff serve as volunteers. To become a member of the QUEEN CITY CORVETTE CLUB, you must be at least 21 years of age, own a Corvette and attend at least three
(3) monthly business meetings within a six-month period. Come check us out – we love to meet fellow Corvette Enthusiasts!
For additional membership information, visit https://queencitycorvette.com/?page_id=330 or contact our Membership Director
at membership@queencitycorvette.com . We would love to have you join us for a monthly business meeting. If you can’t
join us, please WAVE!

QCCC’s mailing address is: Queen City Corvette Club, PO Box 574 Paw Creek, NC 28130
Please visit the QCCC web site Archive page for previous issues of the Gazette
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Queen City

Corvette Conversations
~ Paul Mitchell, President

As the year winds down, no one will forget 2020. We are so ready to move out of
this year and (hopefully!) get to more normal times next year. But in spite of everything, QCCC has remained active, and in a safe manner. We have had 2 meetings
and a few day trips to keep us and our cars in a good mood. We have the November and December meetings planned, and a couple more activities set up. Thank
you to all that have participated and enjoyed these times together. We have also
welcomed several new members over the past few months, and we are very happy
to have them join us. Maybe our quantity of activities and meetings has gone down
this year, but the spirit, enthusiasm, and comraderie of QCCC remains very strong.
We will have the November meeting indoors at the VFW in Indian Trail. VP Dick
Gwilt has worked with the staff to be certain that we meet all state mandates as to
quantity of people and proper distancing. We ask that everyone attending wear
masks to protect themselves and others. We will have a fun time, as Social Director
Donna Berst has some things planned. I hope to see you there!
Club members will be able to see and order several different styles of hats at the November meeting. These will make great Christmas presents, along with all the other
QCCC wearables that the Berst’s make available to the club. They took orders for
clothing at last month’s meeting, and you can review the products on the website
and order products now as well. Thanks to Ron and Donna for again putting all this
together for us. And the pricing is very reasonable.
We also still have 50th anniversary challenge coins available, plus a few QCCC blankets. And don’t forget the limited edition numbered print of QCCC history that is
available for $50. All this will be available at the meeting. Again, great Christmas
items!
We still have some time to enjoy our cars, but not so nice weather is coming. This is
a good time to get in your garage, use some of those great Adams products, and
clay, polish, and wax (or ceramic) your car to make it so shiny. It’s just part of what
we do ..…
Love ‘em, drive ‘em, cherish ‘em. It’ll make you and your car smile.
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Social Scene

SOCIAL DIRECTOR
~ Donna Berst ~

Well friends, we managed to have some fun outings with our Corvettes this month! The
weather was spectacular for the Run to the Colors, the Table Rock Picnic Caravan,
Corvette Angels Toy Drive & the Kruse Cruise-by. Check out the photos of our friends &
Vettes on the next page!

UPCOMING QCCC EVENTS (SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE Covid)
Saturday November 14th: November QCCC Meeting at the VFW Post Indian Trail, NC
4:00 pm Social - 5:00 pm Meeting
The VFW complies with all state safety guidelines. Tables are six feet apart with seating
for one couple per table. Wear your masks and come enjoy an evening with your QCCC
buddies!
Saturday December 12 th: December QCCC Meeting at the Victory Lanes Entertainment
Center in Mooresville
Join us for our annual Christmas Party! 2:00 pm Social - 3:30 pm Meeting

Stay safe & I hope to see you soon!
Donna Berst ~ 2020 QCCC Social Director

Its not where you go… but who you travel with that makes the journey special!
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Lunch at Shatley Springs Family Style Restaurant
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Queen City Corvette Club Discount Pricing
Rick Hendrick City Chevrolet
Effective February 1, 2020
Having been with the Hendrick Automotive Group for over 18 years, my career started at City Chevrolet. As the flagship store,
we strive to not only represent, but set the benchmark for the culture of the organization. We often say, “City people make City
Chevrolet,” and that’s why I’m excited to not only come back to where I started (my “home”) but also to rebuild the City pride in
our teammates, customers, vendors, and partners alike.
I’m dedicated to rebuilding the relationship between the Queen City Corvette Club and Rick Hendrick City Chevrolet. Our team
is looking forward to further fostering the connection through the mutual support of our organizations. You have my commitment.

Chris Boone, General Manager
PRE-OWNED VEHICLES
NEW VEHICLES

Retail in-stock vehicles may be purchased for $500
over inventory amount. Extra costs may apply for
transportation or specialty vehicles. Vehicle must
pass NCSI through our service department. Over
8000 pre-owned vehicles available through our Hendrick network. Shipping costs may apply.

Members pay “Employee Pricing” on all NEW,
in-stock Chevrolet vehicles (C8 Corvette, select
new models , ad specialty vehicles excluded).
Rebates and/or incentives will be applied. Extra costs may apply for locates, transportation
or specialty vehicles.

REFERRAL BONUS

PARTS & SERVICE
15% discount off posted customer-pay rate for
GM original equipment parts ad service labor.
May not be combined with other coupons or
specials.

We’ll thank you with a $100 gift card when you refer a
non-QCCC member who purchases a vehicle.
Friends and Family of QCCC Members will receive
a 10% service discount.

COLLISION CENTER
10% discount off customer-pay rates. Not applicable on insurance claims or rates.

QCCC MEMBER PURCHASE CONCIERGE

QCCC MEMBER SERVICE CONCIERGE

Rick Accurso

Saverio Longobardo

Inventory Manager & Corvette Specialist

Service Advisor

704-566-7447

704-566-7407

Rick.Accurso@hendrickauto.com

Saverio.Longobardo@hendrickauto.com
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Thank you for supporting
our Sponsors and Advertisers!
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TEAM LOGO USA

For ALL your Promotional Product Needs!

Ron Berst

704-661-4751

www.TeamLogoUSA.com

Thank you for supporting our
Sponsors and Advertisers!
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AUTOMOTIVE
INSIDER
Hope everyone is healthy and safe. Well, the 2020 Americarna Live charity Car Show in Davidson and one
of our favorites has been converted to virtual event. You can enter and support Ray Evernham’s charity
online here: https://my.360photocontest.com/AmeriCarnaLIVE
Congratulations to the Corvette Racing team for winning the 2020 IMSA GT Le Mans Team Championship
and drivers title for Jordan Taylor and Antonio Garcia. They will win the Manufactures Title by just starting
the last race of the year at Sebring.

UPCOMING 2020 AUTOMOTIVE EVENTS
NOTE: ALL EVENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO THE CORONAVIRUS
Check Facebook Pages & Websites for the latest event news

Roger Winge
Automotive Events Director
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VP Report

QCCC had another great month for our members in October!

We started with a member meeting at Victory Event Center on October 10 where we
voted in 4 new members. We then went on the Run To The Colors cruise to Shatley
Springs on October 18, followed by yet another outdoor event cruise to Table Rock
State Park on October 24.
We wrapped up the month with a Car Tech / Detail Day at Billy Boat Exhaust and
Dick Gwilt’s garages on October 31.
Our next scheduled event is the Corvette Angels Toy Drive at Carolina Place Mall in
Pineville on November 7.
Our next member meeting will be at the VFW in Indian Trail on November 14.
It’s great to be able to get together again - wearing our QCCC masks of course.

Kickback Jack’s
Billy Boat Exhaust
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VP Report

Table Rock

Shatley Springs
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VP Report

Corvette Angels
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MEMBERSHIP NEWSLETTER
October 2020

MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS:

Total Membership

349

Total Families

191

Prospective Members

48

New Members thru Jan. 2020
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Avg. Monthly Attendance

94

NEW MEMBERS:

Johnny Sutton and Dora McKenna
Cornelius NC, 28031

2016 Black Stingray Convertible

Jim and Michelle Leonard
Troutman NC. 28166
2019 Long Beach Red- Z06
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CARE AND COMPASSION:

Sue Stickels- continue to keep Sue in your thoughts and prayers as she continues her battle with cancer and healing from her back surgery. She is starting to walk w/o the walker and will be in recovery
for 9 months. Cards, emails & notes can be sent to Sue at:
Email is sjstickels@aol.com.
Phone- 704-564-0015

Al Kessel- I spoke with Al on Saturday and he provided me with the following update: I have had
(6) 40 hour chemos, (5) 30 minute radiation treatments, 4 week vacation from treatments. Latest scan
says the cancer has not shrunk enough to operate. So I start a different chemo of (3) hours twice a
month for 3 months and then take another scan and see what happens. I want to thank the club for all
the emails, cards, and prayers I have received.
Please continue to keep Al & Gerri in your prayers as they go through this treatment process.
Email: alkessel42@gmail.com
Phone: 704-564-1873

Fred & Gloria McCoy- They are home recovering. Cards and emails welcome. Let’s pray for a
speedy recovery.

Email: macvette@carolina.rr.com
Phone: 704-280-0858
Norm Lontz- Continue to pray for Norm as he fights Melanoma on top of his head. He is continuing
with monthly treatments. Norm has had 3 spots of Melanoma on top of his head.
Email: nllontz@aol.com
Phone: 704-701-4129
Pat Motta- Pat is suffering from metastatic Breast Cancer. She was diagnosed in early March and has
suffered with this since 2012. Prayers are most welcome.
As Bob stated: “we really need a miracle here”.
Cards, Emails, and notes are alos welcome.
Email: ramrace@aol.com
ADDRESS:12725 Green Ashe Drive Huntersville 28078
Thank you for all your support.
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Mark Fisher- Please pray for Mark as he lost his leg due to a bad infection. He is doing real good and has
already come to a QCCC Social Event. Please send him an Email or a Get Well card. His address is as follows;

Mark Fisher
601 East Campbell Avenue
Salisbury, NC. 28146

Marge Jungman- resting at home from heart surgery. She is getting stronger every day and is looking forward to some QCCC Social Events. She sends her THANKS to all the QCCC Members that held her up in
prayer and lifted her spirit in this stressful time. Please send cards and emails to:

Marge Jungmann
19931 Walter Henderson Road
Cornelius Road, NC. 28031-7209

NOTE- If there is a QCCC Members that is sick, hospitalized, having surgery, receiving a hip or knee replacement, and would like to be placed on the C&C List please let me know. My email address is: paulandchristineschmitt@gmail.com.
•

I do not place anybody on this list unless I receive your approval first.

If you have an update please send me an email and I will change.

Paul Schmitt
Membership Director
QCCC
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QCCC 2020 Car Show and
Charities
November Car Show and Charity Update
The 2021 QCCC Corvette Show is already in it’s planning stages. We have our first car show meeting
with Hendrick and City Chevrolet planned for January. If you have any suggestions for the 2021
show please let me know and we will work with you on the issues. If you would like to become more
involved in the show please let me know as well. We are going to have bigger and better things happen this year as we have to make up for this past year.

Tommy Loftin

QCCC Charity Update

November is the month that the Charity Committee presents the membership with the 2021 charity
proposal. As you may know the charity money comes from the car show and the past years show is
the following years charity contribution. Since we did not have a car show in 2020, we have a smaller
amount of charity money to carry forward. The Charity Committee recognizes this and we have chosen to only have one charity for 2021. This will allow the charity to have a larger monetary donation
from QCCC so they can carry out their community needs.
The 2021 charity proposal to the QCCC membership is Wings of Eagles Ranch. This is the 4TH year
we have supported them and we have become very close to this organization. This past year we have
had a cruise in and a work day which many of you have participated in. We would like to keep them
as our primary charity and do even more things with them this coming year.
The Charity Committee has approved this as well as the Board of Directors and it is now time for the
membership approval.
Tommy & Brenda Loftin
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National Corvette Museum

As I am sure you have noticed, Barb and I are still maintaining our social distancing and selfquarantining. Maybe we are just being overly cautious and missing out on some great QCCC
events and runs but I am concerned about what I am seeing on Facebook. I do wish I could see
everyone wearing a mask on those outings. I know, I know, you can’t eat with a mask on but
when up and around and conversing, please take care. We already have many of our members
fighting illnesses and we don’t need more. Please folks, do be careful.
You probably have already read about the new Motorsports Park Executive Director coming on
board. Greg Waldran has a most interesting career background which I will reserve an opinion
on and let his leadership play out. A whole new approach may be just what is needed to get the
MSP on a profitable footing. Matt Busby has been promoted to MSP General Manager, as he
well deserves to be. Greg will come on board the first of the year to work with Mitch Wright until
he retires in June 2021.
I hope you are including the NCM in your charitable giving plan for this year. With the loss of attendance due to the pandemic, every dollar donated helps. And as always, your donations are
tax deductible. Plus, if you want to upgrade your membership to a lifetime member, the entire
$1,500.00 can be written off as a charitable donation. Furthermore, if you don’t want to bite it all
off at once, there are payment plans that allow you to pay it over several months. It makes a
nice Christmas present.
Have you been keeping up with all the raffles from the museum? A lot of really neat C8 Corvettes are being raffled off and the new system of purchasing a ticket makes it a simple process.
If it’s so simple, why haven’t I won?
I see the enthusiast’s section at the museum is next on the list for renovation. I am hoping the
mural of the panoramic view of the Smokey Mountains with QCCC in the foreground survives.
That mural has been on display for years and I feel it should be part of the foundation of the area. Just saying.
Wishing everyone a Happy Thanksgiving and a safe family gathering if that is part of your plans.
Whatever your plans may be, be safe, be happy and be thankful.
BOX SCORE

No. of QCCC Family Units
No. of NCM Members
No. of Lifetime Members
No. of Duntov Society Members
No. of Spire Members

-108
-188(57.7%)
- 42
- 4
- 5

Save the Wave
Paul Mariano
NCM Ambassador
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The wheels go round and round
Last month we discussed the Kelsey Hayes quick knock-off wheel as possibly the best wheel that Corvette
had. Let’s clarify that it, the best looking and the most unique. The fact that they can spin off and the daintiest nature of having to beat them on only with a lead hammer keeps them from being the best wheel.
Now let’s look at the next generation and the rally wheel. The strange path this wheel took is interesting.
First we have to talk about the 67 Corvette. Strange as seems the 67 which in big block form is thought by
many to be the best Corvette ever, was not in GM plans to be built. The Mako Shark designed by Bill Mitchell was to debut as the 67 model. Continuing problems pushed GM to decide what to do as the 68 was not
going to be able to make time deadlines. GM then turned to the 66. They had all they needed to make the 67,
same frame, interior ready to go with improvements and the engines were already being developed. So the
67 which was never planned was rushed thru with some changes. Like the early C-3s the 67 was given a
special hood for the big block motor.
Wheels made available--- first they took the knock-off from the 66 and removed the 3 bar spinner. In its
place was a sissy little piece like the center of a hubcap. Before clipping this on you could tighten the lug
bolts then put the new piece on. End result you had a stupid looking wheel that had the design of the 64-66
knock-off but it was not a knock–off. This wheel ended up not being functional as originally meant for racing. Now for $230 less you could have had the first edition of the rally wheel. It was not much of a wheel
with a skinny little trim ring a center cap that looked like it was designed after pasties you would see in the
burlesque theaters of long ago. In the end only 720 of the 22940 sixty seven Corvettes were ordered with the
aluminum wheels. At least the 67 stock hubcap was seen to sell enough to keep the engineers pursuing the
rally wheel.
The rally wheel began in 68 and was available on any C-3 that had stock rims. It is so simple yet takes great
advantage of the chrome reflection that makes it look more expensive and complex than it really is. The
outer trim ring is 3 to 4 inches deep and solid chrome that polishes up so that it reflects in 360 degrees.
They are easy to pop off so that you may paint the steel wheel and touch up when needed. The center cap
has ridges with black between them. They would be hard to restore but they were available from GM for
years and cheap enough to replace if need be. The trim rings held on by 3 clips and it was wise not to take
them on and off a lot as the spring clips would lose their tension and not hold tightly. They were very popular until the 76 model. At this time the aluminum slotted polished wheel became popular. This wheel was
made in Mexico and was in the showrooms as an upgrade to the base rally. However they had a strike down
there for over a year and the slotted wheels were not available. Of course Dollar Bill Ingram had a set on
his 77, that car was hot, black with oyster interior and the slotted wheels. A DUD to STUD moment for sure.
So the rally wheel for me is number one, cheap, no tire mounting issues, great reflective value, easy to
clean. Available from 1968 thru 1982 as the stock wheel. Slotted polished aluminum wheels were the option
from $299 in 1976 to $485 in 1982.
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Now we have first and second place filled what is in third place. From 84 to 96 none qualify. This was the
decade plus of what I call the pizza pan wheels. Wheels need depth for the DUD to STUD pathway. GM
determined if you make the wheel flat then there is less drag on the wind so you go faster but don’t stop as
everyone will see your ugly wheels. I should add that I had knock-offs on my 63 coupe, and rally wheels on
my 68,70,74,71, and pizza pans on my 87 and 85. So next we find that the direction wheels were going was
to expose what is behind the wheel plus they figured out this also helps them cool brake parts etc. Now it
was fashionable to expose the calipers and paint them various colors. Therefore I think the C-6 Chrome
Z06 is a great looking wheel. Five spokes all with two piece bars and an opening in them. These gave a lot
of reflective chrome yet you could see the caliper. I found these wheels were fairly easy to clean all the way
thru as 5 spokes allow you to brush the inner part of the wheel. At first I did not like them since the chrome
was just on the edges. However when I got a 2010 Camaro, I sent the wheels to California and they were
chrome all the way thru making just a great look. Then I found as a daily driver that every week they got
dirty and I had to clean the chrome all the way thru, that was quite a chore. Giving this wheel a run for the
money as the number three best would be the chrome C-7 wheel which is very close to the C-6 chrome
wheel on the ZR-1. This wheel has a lot of reflective chrome value but the drawback on this wheel is all the
spokes to clean with very little access to the back half of the rim. You almost have to take the wheel off to
get the backside clean. However when this wheel is clean (when it came off the truck at the dealership) it is
a top 3. (I had 2 C-6’s, and 2 C-7s) I am finding out that as I age, that when anyone asks when I cleaned
the back half of my wheels that they get the same answer when my dentist asks when was the last time your
teeth were flossed? Of course the answer is the last time I was in her office and she did it. The wheels were
last cleaned before they loaded them on the delivery truck.
So there you have it. You now know what makes you from a DUD to a STUD. It is all about the roundy
rounds. So get your wallet out and update your rims. I will attach some photos so you can see easily DUD
to STUD progress, then you may look at your Corvette to see if you need to upgrade.
I know many of us in the 70’s and 80’s always were polishing our rims. Now that we can afford nice rims
GM is finally putting some nice choices out there. QCCC in the old days was chrome it or cram it. The
hardest part today in polishing rims is getting down there and the getting back up. Do your rims make you
a Stud or a Dud?
Great memories of the cars of QCCC and the roundy rounds.
Submitted: Bill Cruthis
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1968 Rally Wheel

C-6 Z06 Chromies
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!!!!!

Happy November and Happy Thanksgiving!!!
Time to celebrate all the November Birthdays!!
Please take a look at the November Birthday List below and join me in
wishing everyone on the list:
A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!
This month again, a lucky Birthday member’s name was drawn at random,
and a Restaurant Gift Card will be presented to the winner. The November Birthday Restaurant Gift Card WINNER is:

GERRI KESSEL
CONGRATULATIONS Gerri!!! You will receive your Gift Card at the
November 14 Club Meeting or in your email!!
Hope to see you ALL at the November Meeting or very soon!!!!
Blessings for a safe, healthy and Happy Thanksgiving !!!
Virtual Hugs……
Carolyn Zimmer
QCCC Secretary
Carolynz77@yahoo.com
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QCCC
BIRTHDAYS*

November
11/2
11/3
11/4
11/5
11/5
11/6
11/6
11/7
11/8
11/9
11/12
11/12
11/12
11/12
11/13
11/14
11/16
11/17
11/17
11/19
11/21
11/26
11/26
11/27
11/28
11/28
11/29
11/30
11/30

Mark Fisher
Dick Coulter
Walt Krupowicz
Archie Clarke
Sandra Patton
Richard Gwilt
Benny Frazier
Helena Watts
Bud Curva
Norm Lontz
Jonni Ingram
Betty Snow
Eric Matthews
Fred Scheuplein
Mike Marsalisi
Dan Brubaker
Pete Veldhuis
Sue Stickels
Richard Kashinsky
Debra Fitzgerald
Sally Boyette
BJ Belfiore
Gerri Kessel ****Gift Card WINNER****
Kent Dahlstrom
Chris James
Richard Jacob
Fred McCoy
Nicole Quakenbush
Angela Brannick

*QCCC Members: If you would like your Birthday added or deleted from our Birthday List, please send an
email to QCCC Secretary Carolyn Zimmer, carolynz77@yahoo.com.
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Last Laughs
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